THEATRE TIMETABLES...
(N.B. Live seminars do not need to be booked in advance)

Sovereign Theatre

SOVEREIGN THEATRE

Eco Energy
Environment

SATURDAY

Solar PV - Key points in the design and specification in order to maximise your return on investment in your Solar PV system.

11:30

MJH Architects

Self-building vs Extending: The Good, The Bad and The Ugly - Compare and contrast the pluses and pitfalls of the different routes
of self-building and extending.

12:00

Nudura

Nudura Solid Insulated Wall Technology - Building For The Future - Explore the benefits of building with the Nudura system and
learn about the additional product ranges that we have within our CPG brand portfolio.

13:00

Kensa Heat
Pumps
CLPM

Why choose a Renewable Ground Source Heat Pump? The shift to renewable heating is happening; fossil fuel systems such as gas
boilers will no longer be an option for new-build homes from 2025. Making this the time to invest in ground source heating. Join Kensa
as we explain ground source heat pump technology, its long-term benefits, and why low-carbon heating is crucial to cutting emissions.
Who should Project Manage my project? Every project needs project manager, it’s a tough job but someone’s got to do it. In this
presentation, leading self-build Project Management consultancy CLPM will take you through the role of the PM and explore the pros
and cons of the different options for managing your build.

14:00

Marsh Industries

Off-Mains Drainage - How it works, Sewage Treatment, Pumps Stations - Surface Water and Waste Water. Rain Water Harvesting
& Q&A.

14:30

Green Building
Store

Windows - Triple glazing, for energy balance, comfort and future proofing. The benefits of these and how to, achieve them and keep
costs down.

15:00

Total Home
Environment

TIME

PRESENTER

SYNOPSIS

10:30

Classic Water
Softeners

Classic Water Softeners - Protecting your new kitchen and bathroom starts by having the best quality water.

11:00

Frame
Technologies

Timber Frame: The Near-Heatless Solution - Frank and Pauline Mace built their ideal home with Frame Technologies without
compromising on design. Inspired by the Passive House principle, the 440m², five bedroom timber frame home in Herefordshire
incorporated latest technology to be extremely thermally efficient, with external U values of 0.10.

11:30

Unico System

Ventilation - Transform the way you heat, cool and ventilate your home with The Unico System.

12:00

AC Architects

NSBRC Show’s Star Home Case Study: Traditional ICF Home in West Sussex - Learn more about this ICF construction and some
pointers when selecting a modern build method to make it an efficient build!

13:00

Evolved Group

Design & Build - Taking you from initial design, through planning and building regulations to starting on site, taking in all the additional
reports and surveys you may need to allow for to get a trouble free build.

13:30

Nu-Heat

14:00

Chamberlain
Doors

14:30

ADM

TIME

PRESENTER

SYNOPSIS

10:00

Metal Solutions

GreenCoat PLX - The product developed specifically for metal roofers.

11:00

Halcyan Water
Conditioners

Water Conditioners - Learn how to save half a tonne of carbon every year, with no effort - by treating your system once, you can save
money, energy and your home for over 30 years.

11:30

AC Architects

The Integrated Design Team - Allan Corfield Architects discusses how to select your design team and when to engage them.
An integrated design team is the first step to an efficient and streamlined project - from initial design through completed build!

Heat Pump Ventilation - Fresh air, heat recovery, instant heating, cooling & hot water, all in one energy efficient system! Do you need
the bother of successfully organizing a formal heating system, or are you making your home so airtight and well insulated that the HPV
Series could be for you?

Underfloor heating & heat pumps - Find out more about the benefits, considerations and options available to you when choosing
underfloor heating and a heat pump for your home.
Garage Doors, Doors - Find out about the different types of Garage Doors (Operating Mechanism) you can use for your project,
including Sectional Doors, Up & Over Doors and many more designs.
Mechanical Ventilation System with Heat Recovery - A thoughtful guide from long established independent MVHR specialists into
how you may implement an energy efficient.

Is your home fire safe... and building regulation compliant? Join us to find out how Automist, our award-winning alternative to
sprinklers, enables free flowing open plan layouts that meet building regulations. Designed to effectively protect people and property,
Automist uses 90% less water than a sprinkler and connects to the normal domestic water supply, making installation quick and easy.

12:00

Plumis

13:00

BecoWallform

13:30

Pura® NFC

A complete external cladding solution - Whether you want to transform your home aesthetically or protect it from the elements,
Pura NFC® delivers these unique qualities and more, along with a range of design possibilities to suit your style preferences.
Attend our talk and learn more about this premium façade solution that will leave your home exterior looking stunning for decades.

14:00

Safeguard
Europe

Dealing with Dampness - This seminar gives an overview of the methods available to correctly identify the causes and types of
dampness in buildings. The most common types of dampness encountered in existing buildings (rising damp, penetrating damp, and
condensation) are examined, as are methods of repair and treatment.

14:30

EcoCocon

Strawbuild - An introduction to pre-fabricated straw panels.

15:00

Scandinaivan
Homes

ICF - The Passive solution to Insulate Britain - Wallform construction is a quick and practical route to achieving high levels of energy
efficiency, reducing the carbon footprint and raising standards of home comfort for current and future generations of homeowners.

Why build a log home - What do you think of when someone mentions the words log home? By the end of this talk you’ll have a very
different image of log homes, and understand why log homes can be great for you and for the environment.

FRIDAY, SATURDAY & SUNDAY*

11:00

The GoundScrew Screw Pile Foundations for New Build and Underpinning - Delving into how Groundscrew Screw Pile
Foundations are more beneficial, eco-friendly and cost effective for your home with Helical Systems.

Professional Services Hub

TIME

PRESENTER

SYNOPSIS

10:00 - 10:45

NSBRC Expert
David Hilton &
Friends

Heating Surgery 1 - NSBRC Expert and Course presenter David Hilton, brings together half a dozen expert suppliers in this informal
surgery. Covering Underfloor Heating, Air Source and Ground Source Heat Pumps, Solar, Mechanical Ventilation & Heat Recovery
and Infrared, each representative will deliver a short elevator pitch for their chosen system and then, led by David, will answer your
questions.

11:00 - 11:45

BuildStore

Funding Your Homebuilding Plans - The most successful homebuilding plans are those that have been planned well from the start
and this means knowing your budget and understanding your borrowing options early on. BuildStore is the UK’s leading expert in
homebuilding finance with access to a range of borrowing solutions, including exclusive mortgages.

12:00 - 12:45
*(FRI & SAT
ONLY)

NaCSBA

Help to Build - The Bigger Picture. How to make the most of the help that is available - and what you can do to help yourself. Learn
more about how the Government is the working to make it easier for you to have the home of your dreams and how to use this
knowledge to give you the best possible chance of getting the house of your dreams – whatever your budget with Andrew BaddeleyChappell, CEO of the National Custom & Self Build Association.

13:00 - 13:45

Mark Doodes
Planning

14:00 - 14:45

15:00 - 15:45

Planning Seminar - Join our planning experts as they use their many years' experience to share some key insights into the planning
process, the common pitfalls encountered by self builders, and the options available to you (including sensitive landscapes or heritage
settings), ending with a Q&A.

NSBRC’s Harvey
Question Time: Battle of the Building Systems - Timber Frame or Brick & Block? Traditional Oak or Concrete Blocks? Build on site
Fremlin & Panel
or in a factory? Find out everything you need to know about the various self-build building systems with our panel of experts.
of Exhibitors
NSBRC Expert
David Hilton &
Friends

Heating Surgery 2 - NSBRC Expert and Course presenter David Hilton, brings together half a dozen expert suppliers in this informal
surgery. Covering Underfloor Heating, Air Source and Ground Source Heat Pumps, Solar, Mechanical Ventilation & Heat Recovery
and Infrared, each representative will deliver a short elevator pitch for their chosen system and then, led by David, will answer your
questions.

POTTON HOUSE
TIME

FRI, SAT & SUN

Helical Systems

SYNOPSIS

10:00, 12:00
& 14:00

PRESENTER

Potton

SYNOPSIS

The NSBRC's Guide to Finding Land & Appraising a Plot Course is an extensive, in-depth and informative one-day course, which
delves deep into the challenging world of plot hunting.
In this free taster session, experts from Potton share their advice and knowledge, and explain why plots are hard to find, how to get
started and some top tips to finding your own building plot.

EXHIBITOR STAND DEMOS
FRI, SAT & SUN

10:30

13:30

SUNDAY

PRESENTER

Exhibitor Stand Demos

BUILD IT THEATRE

TIME

PRESENTER

SYNOPSIS

10:30 &
14:00

AC Architects Stand 55

Virtual Reality - Experience the latest VR Systems and software. Walk around and fully appreciate the external design and internal
spaces of a virtual house in unbelievable 4K clarity!

13:00

Pura® NFC Stand 96

Cladding - Whether you want to transform your home aesthetically or protect it from the elements, Pura NFC® delivers these unique
qualities and more, along with a range of design possibilities to suit your style preferences. Attend our stand demonstration and learn
more about this premium façade solution that will leave your home exterior looking stunning for decades.

SOAPBOX INTRODUCTIONS ON THE MEZZANINE
FRI, SAT & SUN

FRIDAY

TIME

Potton House

National Self Build & Renovation Centre

Build It Theatre

TIME

PRESENTER

10:00

Professional
Services
Exhibitors

SYNOPSIS

The Professional Services Hub is the place to go for independent, expert advice from a range of specialists. You’ll find a number of
Architects and Designers, as well as experts on Planning, Project Management and Landscaping.

Visit the booking desk during the show to book your free 1:2:1 consultations

